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WHAT IS CONFIDENCE? 

Do you want to feel better in your own skin? Do you wish you had a sure fire way 
to boost your confidence? There is. And it is not just telling yourself you are clever 
or successful. Talk is cheap. You need to prove you are successful – to yourself. 
You need to get it right. And the only way to take the best path to success is to get 
the right answer. What if you got it right all the time? Imagine what that would do 
for your confidence. 

But how? There are so many decisions to make – it feels overwhelming at times. 
And for each decision – there are always more than one answer. In fact, often there 
are many answers. How do you choose the right one?  

I would love to show you how. If you really want to get serious about getting is 
right, you can get the book and the App called  ‘Fast Track Real Confidence ‘– 
available on www.fasttrackreal.com in Books.  

The book show you how to use the App so you can get the decisions right all the 
time. You can get the success you always wanted. You can feel comfortable 
knowing you have it right – you can relax and enjoy the confidence that comes 
from success.  

How does it work? 

When you cut yourself, you have an innate ability to heal. Equally, when you have 
a problem, you have an innate intelligence that knows the right answer.  
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In fact, you have had this experience already. Remember back to some problem 
that you wrestled with for days. Then out of nowhere, the answer came to you. 
And you knew in your bones that answer was 100% right. That is called an insight. 

The problem is that insights are few and far between. They seem to hide away. 
You have two parts to your mind – the conscious mind and the subconscious mind. 
Your conscious mind is on fast speed all the time, with chatter that takes up all 
your airwaves. 

Your subconscious mind sits there quietly, waiting to squeak out a few home 
truths – or answers. And occasionally – when you are really lucky – one will get 
through. But those insights are so few and far between. 

Until now. 

With Fast Track Real Confidence, you can get more of those precious insights – 
and more success in your life. 

How? 

In a nutshell, it involves using a specially designed App to help you look at your 
problem from a fresh, new perspective. It helps you think laterally and outside the 
box. No more stuck in the same old thought track. You break free from conscious 
thinking and tap into your subconscious mind. This is where your wisdom lies. 
This is what we all need. 

Without the App you can get some insights – not nearly as many – but more than 
your usual quota.  

So as a bonus – why don’t you try this exercise.  
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Get an exercise book, or a journal – and write down what your biggest question is 
at the moment. Make sure you include all your emotions – how you feel, and what 
actually happened. The more details the better. 

What tends to happen is that you release some of the emotion. This is called 
‘parking your feelings on paper’. This is an important first step. Your emotions 
keep you trapped in the same old thought track. You start at the beginning, go 
around on the same old track – and come out at the same old place – none the 
wiser. If you can change some of that thinking and off load some, or all, of that 
emotion – you can gain clarity so you see your problem differently. Getting clear 
on your problem is half the battle won.  

The problem with many questions is that when there is an emotional element – you 
stay trapped even longer. The problem and the emotions get worse.  You need to 
off load the emotion to access your subconscious mind. Then you will see some 
answers popping up.  

If you really want to hear your wisdom in your subconscious mind – the App will 
give you a fresh new starting point. It automatically gets you thinking outside the 
box. Actually, it is a fast way to think laterally about your problem.  

In fact it is easy to use, super practical, fast and effective. I have been teaching this 
for 20 years – to hundreds of people. It is wonderful to see people go from feeling 
hammered by life, to really clear on who they are and what they want – and how to 
get it. 

In Fast Track Real Confidence, you look at how your confidence got so 
hammered. How you started out as a beautiful baby with all the confidence in the 
world. You needed it to learn to walk and talk. A few bumps did not stop you. 
Then life gave you an ego – and an inner critic – to pull you down a peg or two.  

Then life gave you a few outer critics – like your parents, your teachers, the law, 
your peers, etc. 
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Then all kinds of curve balls may have come your way.  

And all these things whittled away at your confidence. 

It is amazing there is any left at all.  

That is the bad news. 

The good news is that with the Fast Track Real Confidence, you will: 

. Get clear on who you really are – not just what your family want; 

. How to get it; 

. Tune into your own needs;  

. Discover a way to release anger, sadness, and other painful emotions; 

. Let go of negative self-talk and negative people;  

.  Let go of your negative beliefs and habits that may have been tripping you up; 

.  Form positive beliefs and habits; and  

.  Develop goals and strategies so you can reach your dreams and desires. 

Please try your first exercise – write your biggest question or problem. Preferably, 
use an exercise book – but your computer is passable. Just guard against getting 
distracted by incoming emails, etc. 

Park your feelings onto the page. Don’t just say you are angry – let it all out. You 
might be frustrated, scared, hurt, rejected. Peel the layers of emotion back one by 
one. Fully explore each layer.  
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Then, allow that entry to percolate in your mind. What you are doing is setting up 
a dialogue with your subconscious mind. You are asking your inner wisdom for 
help. The physical act of writing or typing anchors it into your mind. You can’t 
just say it. That is not enough. You must put pen to paper. 

Then come back to your journal and write more about your problem. Often you 
will get the answer. However, sometimes you will get another question. Fine – you 
are getting closer to the answer you need. 

As soon as you get an insight, write it down. Often a few more insights will slip 
through then too. They tend to happen in clusters. 

I hope this is enough to entice you to explore getting more insights all the time. 
My hope is that you can gain the knowledge you need to enjoy success in all areas 
of your life – and more confidence. 

You can contact me on fionawftr@gmail.com or via www.fasttrackreal.com 
website and Face Book. 

Look forward to hearing from you. 
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